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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Onion Inc. and Jack Link’s® Jerky Partner to Launch New 
Website, ClickHole

CHICAGO (June 12, 2014) – The entire Internet is on notice.

Onion Inc., the digital-media company comprising satirical news site The Onion, its sister 
publication The A.V. Club, and in-house creative services division Onion Labs, in partnership 
with Jack Link’s®Jerky and their agency of record Carmichael Lynch, today launched a new 
website that applies The Onion’s world-renowned satire and perspective to internet culture, 
ClickHole.com.

“We couldn’t be more excited about working with Jack Link’s on the creation of ClickHole,” 
said Onion CEO Steve Hannah. “They understand that to make a splash in today’s 
advertising landscape, brands need to provide consumers with quality, engaging content. 
The Onion is the go-to place for funny and sharable stories, and we are happy to partner with 
Jack Link’s on such a unique project.” 

“Jack Link’s is all about irreverent humor,” said Kevin Papacek, director of marketing at Jack 
Link’s. “No one does irreverent better than The Onion, and that’s why we’re partnering with 
them again on this new, feed-based lampooning experience. Jack Link’s and The Onion are 
sure to help people feed their wild side.”

ClickHole marks the first time in The Onion’s 25-year-history that the comedy brand has 
created a stand-alone site under The Onion umbrella. The site will satirize the types of 
articles, videos, blog posts, quizzes, and shareable content that dominate today’s digital 
media landscape with The Onion’s subversive sensibility.

“Digital media’s obsession with click bait and viral content, provides ample material for our 
staff to satirize,” added Onion Inc. President, Mike McAvoy. “The humor that we feature on 
ClickHole complements advertising and marketing sensibilities of Jack Link’s, all the while 
expanding the Onion’s media empire.”

“ClickHole will provide a satirical look at not just the content creators who generate this stuff, 
but also jab at the web users who can’t help but share it with everyone they know,” said 
ClickHole editor Jermaine Affonso. “We want to look at every corner of the internet: the 
blogs, the aggregators, the Tumblrs, the Twitter accounts, and represent it in its indisputably 
hypnotic and oftentimes extremely vapid entirety.”



Along with the website, ClickHole content is available on Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, 
Instagram and Pinterest

JACK LINK’S BEEF JERKY – Feed Your Wild Side 
Headquartered in Minong, Wis., Jack Link’s is the leader in the meat snack category and 
fastest-growing meat snack manufacturer worldwide. The Jack Link’s brand represents a 
heritage of quality and consumer trust. Well known for its iconic Messin’  With Sasquatch 
advertising campaign, Jack Link’s offers more than 100 premium meat snack  products at 
retail outlets in more than 40 countries. Check out JackLinks.com for more information on the 
brand. 

About Onion Inc. 
Onion Inc. is a Chicago-based digital-media company composed of America’s Finest News 
Source, The Onion, its pop-culture sister publication, The A.V. Club, and a full-service 
creative agency, Onion Labs. Founded in 1988, The Onion has become America’s most 
recognizable and prominent source of satirical comedy, with daily coverage of politics, 
technology, sports, business, entertainment and more. The Onion and The A.V. Club 
combine to receive an average of 19 million monthly visitors to their web sites and account 
for more than 3.3 million Facebook fans, 5.6 million Twitter followers, and more than half-a-
million YouTube subscribers. Onion Labs was established in 2012 and creates branded 
entertainment, integrated video series, and custom advertising programs for brands.
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What is ClickHole?
ClickHole is the latest and greatest online social experience filled with the most clickable, irresistibly shareable 

content anywhere on the internet.

What is the goal of ClickHole?
Lets be honest: Today, the average website carelessly churns out hundreds of pieces of pandering, misleading 

content, most of which tragically fall short of going viral. 

At ClickHole, we refuse to stand for this. We strive to make sure that all of our content panders to and misleads our 

readers just enough to make it go viral. You see, we don’t think anything on the internet should ever have to settle 

for mere tens of thousands of page views. We believe that each and every article—whether about pop culture, 

politics, internet trends, or social justice—should be clicked on and shared by hundreds of millions of internet users 

before they can even comprehend what they just read.

ClickHole has one and only one core belief: All web content deserves the chance to go viral.  

Who is ClickHole’s audience?
We don’t like to put any sort of limitations on who we can reach! Instead, ClickHole prefers to think of you and every 

other person on earth as nothing more than an empty vessel existing purely to share content with other empty 

vessels. If every vessel does its part, we can make sure our children inherit a world free from non-viral content.

Where does ClickHole get its content?
ClickHole staff members don’t write or produce any of the articles, quizzes, lists, or videos that appear on our web 

site. Instead, through the miraculous process of spontaneous genesis, new pieces of content constantly materialize 

onto our website of their own will. 

Where did the name ClickHole come from? Does it have any 
relation to the 1972 movie ClickHole starring Billy Dee Williams?
The name ClickHole actually has no relation the 1972 movie ClickHole because the movie does not exist.

How can I see ClickHole’s latest updates?
ClickHole shares the gift of new content by regularly updating our accounts on Facebook, Twitter, and the other 

854,640 social media websites.

Do I need any specific tech requirements to view ClickHole?
No. ClickHole can be viewed on any computer, tablet, or mobile device. However, ClickHole does require a strict 

business professional dress code.

Can I submit to ClickHole?
ClickHole does not accept unsolicited submissions in this or any of the infinite diverging branches of reality.

When I visited ClickHole my computer vanished. What should I 
do about that?
Don’t worry, visits to ClickHole frequently cause personal computers to disintegrate. Your machine should re-appear 

in the outskirts of the Mojave Desert in 7 to 10 days.

What if I don’t know how to click? Can I still visit ClickHole?
Our team is hard at work on a version of ClickHole that can be navigated using only the power of your mind. Until 

then, you can learn how to click on our content using the handy guide on the next page:

www.ClickHole.com
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